The 1st International Conference on Village Revitalization (ICVR) 2014

The 9th International Conference of Design for Sustainability (ICDS), Destination 2014-2018

First ICVR was held on March 16th -21st 2014. This event carried out in collaboration with
International Conference of Design for Sustainability-ICDS, an annual conference from Japan
about sustainable design. This collaboration was also real implementation of building
international networking. It made this conference has two names: The 1st International
Conference on Village Revitalization and the 9th International Conference of Design for
Sustainability, Destination 2014-2018.
This event took place in Kandangan and Caruban village, Kandangan sub-district, Temanggung
district, Central Java. The purpose of this event was 1) representing ongoing village
revitalization projects; 2) share the experience about village revitalization effort done by
various parties; 3) Accommodating the advice, knowledge, and experience about village
revitalization; 4) build local, regional, national, and international network with village
revitalization subjects as well as supporting institutions; 5) Promoting the sustainable global life
which started from village revitalization activity.
The theme of this event was “It’s Time Back to Village”. This theme was back grounded by this
thought: Now it’s the right time to think back about village capacity to become future life’s
place. Village has great potency to be developed into comfortable place to live, as well as
sustainable community, independent, with better social life. This momentum emerges when
advancement of information and communication technology able to rip open the isolated
remote spots. Village guarantees better life quality for human and nature.

Implementation of Activities
The 1st International Conference on Village Revitalization and the 9th International
Conference of Design Sustainability, Destination 2014-2018; was attended by 38 full program
participants and 13 seminar program participants. These participants came from various
countries; for example Indonesia, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Japan. They’re college students
and professionals from various backgrounds of study and had interest about village
revitalization issue. During this activity, they would stay at nearby homestay; on the spots
where village revitalization program would be executed. As local transportation they would
Spedagi bamboo bike which made of local materials, done by local human resources too,
On the 1st day, participants came and stayed on Tembi Culture House, Bantul,
Yogyakarta, and welcomed by welcome dinner event. On this activity participants would got
information related to upcoming programs. This information was delivered by Singgih S Kartono
as the ICVR’s chairman and Fumikazu Masuda as ICDS’s chairman.
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On 2nd day, the main activity was visiting Permaculture in Bumi Langit Permaculture,
Mangunan village, Imogiri, Bantul. Participants listened to lesson from Mr. Iskandar Waworuntu
about Permaculture while walked around Bumi Langit location. Next, they were invited to
discuss and share experience about Permaculture. On the afternoon, they continued the trip to
Kandangan, Temanggung.
Third day, participants were invited to cycling around using Spedagi bamboo bike. They
were introduced to village’s life directly while was seeing existing village potencies as well as
problems. On afternoon they gathered on Kelingan sub-village under the bamboo forest and
discussed together about ongoing village revitalization projects. On this third day they listened

to two presentations about Kelingan sub-village plan which presented by Kelingan Chief and
Bamboo bike project brought by Singgih S Kartono.
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4th day was the day of tourism and creative economy minister’s visit. While the
participants was doing bike tour on several spots which become the part of spedagi program,
Mrs. Minister Marie Elka Pangestu along with other guests also visited each homestay, watched
kuda lumping show, and joined the discussion about village project under the bamboo trees
together with the participants. Village project which was being discussed today is Batik
Kelingan, Brick to Fish, Organic Farm, and Homestay Project.
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On the 5th day, full-day activity was attending conference of 9 speakers with village as
main theme. The conference’s location was under the bamboo trees in Kelingan Village.
Participants were invited to hear, give comments, and ask questions about speaker’s
perspective about village. Conference was closed with farewell party and Wayang Godhong
show at the night. Last day, participants packed and headed for their own home/destination.
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Village Revitalization Projects
1. Kelingan Village Plan
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This presentation was carried out by Mr Budi
Rahayu as Kelingan Village’s chief. This
presentation
displayed
situation
and
condition of Kelingan Village In social aspect.
There was discussion about general layout of
population in Kelingan and the existing
potencies. Obstacles and issues became the
main topic of this presentation. At last, the
discussion reached the participative process
of villager that shows future Kelingan village’s
development.

2. Spedagi Bamboo Bike

Started from biking activity in purpose of reducing
cholesterol level, it continued to bike development
with bamboo as main material. Singgih concerned
seeing the fact that bamboo bike development is
implemented on many countries where bamboo
doesn’t grow instead. More interesting, its making
process is using craft method. Bamboo bike should
have been popular product in Indonesia. That interest
continued with design and construction development
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process. Through the trial and error process for
almost 1 year; made 9 prototypes, Singgih concluded
that bamboo is powerful material. The focus should be on joint construction because the
material used is glue. Singgih showed 2 last protoypes where he uses blades handfuls bamboo
and double triangle construction on each joint point. Singgih also managed to make drop out
component using woven layers bamboo material. Besides developing product design, Singgih
also gave value on his own-developed bamboo bike. It is tool and symbol of Spedagi, a
movement to revitalize the village, bring village back to become independent and sustainable
community.

3. Batik Kelingan
Batik Kelingan was pioneered by Mrs. Yuni. In this chance, Mrs. Yuni
told the background of Batik Kelingan making process. Batik
Kelingan had invited some villagers to practice simultaneously in
batik process. However, during their journey, they experienced
some problems related to capital, human resources, and promotion
media. At last, Batik Kelingan cooperated with Batik Laras Tirta
(established by Mrs. Lilik Setyowati) to assist their human resources
empowerment and guidance program. Their meeting was facilitated
by Singgih S Kartono who also invited them to make batik patterns
with local theme.
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4. Brick to Fish
This presentation was carried out by Burhan and
Feryanto. They told the beginning of Brick to fish
project. It was alteration from brick making
business to catfish cultivation project. In this
presentation the emerging issues and the
solutions were displayed as well.
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5. Organic Farm
Mrs. Dwi Utami is organic farming
executive manager. In this occasion, she
informed about making process of organic
farm filed and benefits that can be
obtained from environment’s point of view.
In this presentation was also told about
organic farm-sub program, which called
Children’s forest program (CFP). The
activities in this program are:
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-

Plant the trees

-

Waste management system

-

Farming Experience

-

Reforestation

-

Sending the CFP’s ambassador to Japan

6. Homestay (Omah Yudi, Omah Tani, and Omah Kelingan)
Nico, Errik, and Cristo told about design
making process up to assistance to workers in
building the homestay on Kandangan and
Kelingan. Those homestays was built in
purpose
of
supporting
the
village
revitalization program. Those homestays
themselves was made of local materials:
wood and bamboo, and constructed by local
workers.
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Conference
The conference was held on 5th day with 9 speakers; 5 international speakers and 4 local
speakers. They carried out presentations related to village theme and discussed them in
different point of view.
1. Fumikazu Masuda

Fumi-San told about his experience in promoting
pro- environment lifestyle, especially related to
eco-design. He moved his project which was
originally laid in big city into the rural area. He also
discussed ICDS which started on 2006. This
conference was served to realize “Sustainable
Society”, make people better, independent, and
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prosperous. This conference initiated to invite more
and more parties and build network with them in order to make sustainable society.
2. Kyoko Okutani

During her presentation, Kyoko Okutani informed
about her assistance project to flores women. She
developed cocoa production into commodity
which able to support people’s lives around. She
guided people to make food made of cocoa and
assisted difables to be independent as well as
facilitated them, so they can work as normal
people do.
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3. Daichi Iwase
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Daichi Iwase explained lot about tourism
from designer’s point of view. Here, he
discussed the design’s role in creating
sustainability in tourism development. It
would be better if design’s role not only
focus in physical and financial, but also in
social, human, and nature dimension as well
as help to build process which enable all of
interested parties to produce activities which
minimalize the negative impact upon nature.

4. Praveen Nahar

Praveen showed some points about his
experience in guiding college students from
design industry faculty, National Institute of
Design, Ahmedabad, India. Village is the right
place for college students to do design-related
exposure and study. Design is directed to
contribute in society and environment,
especially in village revitalization
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5. Pitt Beckenmeyer

Pitt informed about cooperation between
Indonesian and Germany government within
these issues:
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prioritized in Central Java
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and
is

He also told about his experience doing village development project. Started from historical
perspective that occurred in Germany, he wanted to invite participants to see village
development and empowerment process. Village’s life is a reflection of its society. There is
certain phases which make a village change. This isn’t separated with global life in city. Lastly,
he delivered some information related to rural development efforts.
6. Iskandar Waworuntu
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Mr. Iskandar discussed about relation between human,
environment, and God. He gave the idea about life
dynamics related to Islamic theory. One thing that
should be done is raising people’s awareness especially
villages’ youth about the importance of retain the good
values (Toyib) from village life tradition and get the
confidence back that the way of their life (production) is
a thing that desperately needed and have critical value
to human’s life and journey; and at the same time
resuscitating them who live in city and urban areas
about the importance of changing their lifestyle as well
as consumptive style by start to consume good (Toyib)
products. Good here means good both in origin and
process. He also emphasized the weightiness of
respecting their brothers and sisters by appreciating
their own made good (Toyib)-products more. This is
what has been done in Bumi Langit Permaculture,

Imogiri-Bantul.

7. Eko Prawoto
According to him, village has various unique
characteristics and they’re needed to be
maintained. On this occasion, he informed
approach issues in architecture by take
village’s potency and interest. Proximity
between village and nature emerges
comprehension and knowledge to use local
resources to sustain the necessities of life; in
this case it is about architecture creative.
Besides that, village still possesses uniqueness
and these can be used as a stool of
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development idea to create more prosperous village life.
8. Singgih S Kartono
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The idea about “It’s Time Back to Village” came
up in 2013. Yet Singgih S. Kartono had revealed
about his idea since 2000. This is appeared in his
writing which is made during years of 1999-2000
in local media called “Entho Cothot”. He wrote
his idea entitled “nagnadnaK Village”.
“nagnadnaK is the reversal of “Kandangan” (the
name of his village where he come from). Singgih
wanted to tell public and endorse a change of
mindset, also start the right things. That word
trick is a symbol of movement to revitalize the

village.

9. Gede Kresna
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What’s shown In his presentation is village
tourism concept. Kresna told about his
experience when he met Singgih S Kartono and
his first visit in Kandangan. According to him, this
village has potencies which can be seen in local
wisdom, either its physics or social life. Gede
Kresna called them as qualities, because there is
incredible power to mobilize the community as
well as build their space awareness. When he
was visiting and seeing these qualities, he
concluded that this is the “truly tourism”.

Conclusion and Follow-Up Programs
Look back at ICVR-ICDS objectives; we decided to prepare these follow-up programs:
1) Presenting ongoing village revitalization programs;
2) Share the experience about village revitalizations efforts done by various parties
3) Accommodate the advice, knowledge, and experience about village revitalization

4) Build local, regional, national, and international network with village revitalization subjects and
supporting institution;
5) Promoting sustainable global life, start from village revitalization activities
These activities have succeeded in achieving almost all the goals that had been set. ICVR-ICDS had
opened participants and public’s eye about village potency, issues, and urgent need to give more
attention to this community. Village is future community which basically is an independent and
sustainable community. New perspective of village is required. Village isn’t past community, instead of
current and future one. Right, precise, quick, and continuous efforts are needed so village potency and
local wisdom can be a capital to create sustainable life in the future.
Through these activities, then local, regional, and international network has been built. One of upcoming
activities which has been included in the next agenda is the agreement to launch “Spedagi-Japan on
2015 in Japan as a movement to promote village as independent and sustainable future community. The
2nd ICVR that will be held in Japan on 2016 (ICVR as ICDS successor; which ends in 2016), is the other
deal that done here.
Besides that, ongoing village revitalization projects will be continued and developed, as well as starts pf
new projects related to Village planning program in Kelingan sub-district. Bamboo plantation which
previously used as conference location will be maintained and used as a place where community do
their activities, such as morning market (held every 35 days), cinema, playground, the place for
teenagers and children to practice art (dance, music, etc.). Cleanup activities will be done weekly; it is
about clean the field from falling bamboo leaves, and those leaves will be processed into compos. Other
project that had been planned and begins to be executed soon is the making of community’s waste
reservoir and processing; and the making of communal cage. ICVR-ICDS activities had opened the eye of
community around about the potency on their area. They began to accept new ideas about the needed
of maintaining bamboo plantation, stone paved road, and local wisdoms.
ICVR-ICDS activities which chosen village as a venue, a bamboo bicycle as transportation, and lodging
facilities homestay with a unique design, as well as the involvement of local residents in this event,
made ICDs iCVR-2014 new 'genre' of international seminar. Even Mrs. Mari Pangestu who attended the
event said that iCVR-ICDs had been most memorable and unique international seminar than all the
activities of this kind that she’d ever joined.

